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Let X,,, <X,,,g ... (X,,, be the ordered variables corresponding to a random 
sample of size n with respect to a family of probability measures (P,: 0 E 0) where 
0 is an open subset of the real line. In many practical situations the X,,i are the 
observables and experimentation must be curtailed prior to X,.,. I f  r, is a stopping 
variable adapted to the o-fields (a(X,,, ,..., X,,,): 1 < k < n) and P,,, the projection 
of P, onto 0(X,+, ,..., X”,,,), the local asymptotic normality of the stopped 
progressively censored likelihood ratio statistics An,rn = dPn,Bn/dPn,B is established 
with 0, 0,=B+un- “* E @ and 0, u held fixed, under certain conditions on the 
underlying distribution and on t,. Conditions are also given to ensure the local 
asymptotic normality of likelihood ratio statistics where the underlying obser- 
vations are given in a series scheme. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There have been in recent times several investigations of the notion of 
local asymptotic normality (LAN) of a family of probability distributions. 
The usefulness of this concept in problems of the theory of asymptotic 
estimation and hypothesis testing has been demonstrated in the papers of 
LeCam and in LeCam (1960) can be found a comprehensive examination of 
sets of conditions ensuring the LAN for different families of probability 
distributions. Much attention has been focused on distributions connected 
with sequences of independent and identically distributed (iid) observations 
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or those associated with a homogeneous Markov chain. See, for example, 
Hajek [8], Roussas [ 141 and Ibragimov and Khas’minskii [9]. The case of 
independent but nonidentically distributed observations is also discussed in 
Phillipou and Roussas [ 131 and Ibragimov and Khas’minskii [lo] with a 
further generalization in Roussas [ 151. 
In this paper we shall present conditions ensuring the LAN for 
distributions connected with certain observations, which are neither 
independent nor identically distributed, when a class of stopping variables is 
incorporated in a natural way into the basic framework. The primary 
motivation for our study is the following situation which arises naturally in 
the context of clinical trials and life tests. The typical feature encountered 
here is that even though the survival times of n > 1 specimens under a life 
test may be iid random variables (rv) X, ,..., X,,, with respect to a family of 
probability measures {P,: 8 E 0) the actual observables are the dependent 
ordered variables X,,, ,..., X,,, of the responses of the sample. Limitations on 
time and cost and ethical reasons invariably force termination of experimen- 
tation before the last observable X,,, is recorded. In progressive censoring, 
the experiment is monitored from the onset with the data continually updated 
so that at any stage if the current accumulated evidence suggests a clear 
statistical decision, then experimentation can be curtailed with a concomitant 
reduction in cost and sacrifice of lives of experimental units. Thus, we are led 
naturally to the incorporation of a class of stopping variables t, into our 
basic framework, where for each n > 1, t, is defined in terms of the recorded 
observables among X,,, ,..., X,,, . If P,,, denotes the restriction of P, to the 
o-field generated by X,,, ,..., X, ,=“, the asymptotic behavior of the likelihood 
ratios dP,,ejdP,,o for certain sequences of parameter values B, will be of 
interest. It is to this question that this paper is devoted. Note that when r, is 
degenerate at n, for all n, dP,,e~dP,,e reduce to the likelihood ratio for the n 
iidrv X, ,..., X,, and the limiting distribution of these ratios has been studied 
with 0 = 8 + un-“‘. An investigation of the general situation was initiated 
by Self [ 171 for certain likelihood ratio processes. Here t, is assumed 
degenerate at r,, and r,/n tends to (r E (0, 1 ] as n + co. The introduction of 
stopping times into the underlying sequences of rv’s has been discussed in 
several papers by Akritas et al. [2]. The authors consider, in turn, stopping 
times defined on the underlying variables when these form an iid sequence 
and then when they follow a Markovian scheme and finally generalize their 
results to an arbitrary process. 
The basic notation and assumptions are summarized in Section 2. In 
Section 3, the main theorems in this paper are stated and their proofs taken 
up in Section 4 after some auxiliary lemmata are established. In the last 
section we discuss an extension of our results to likelihood ratio statistics 
when the observations follow a series scheme. 
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2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS AND THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Let {Xi: i > 1 } be a sequence of iidrv’s whose probability distribution v, 
on the Bore1 line (I?, 9’) depends on a parameter 0 belonging to an open 
subset 0 of R. We suppose that the family of measures {ve: 8 E O} is 
dominated by Lebesgue measure p on (R, 59) and write f,(.) = dv,/dp for a 
version of the probability density function (pdf) and Fe(.) for the 
corresponding distribution function (df). Let (Rj, A?‘), j > 1, be copies of the 
Bore1 line and set (S*, J*) = ngl(Rj, JSj) with P, denoting the product 
measure of the v0 induced on &‘*. E, will denote the expectation evaluated 
with respect to P,. 
We envisage a clinical trial or life-test experiment in which the Xi denote 
survival or response times and consequently they are nonnegative and the 
observable variables for a sample of n > 1 specimens are the order statistics 
X”,’ < **- <X”,ll corresponding to X, ,..., X,,. By the continuity of F, ties 
among the observables may be disregarded with probability one. 
For simplicity in script we denote by 
Zk =&.k, ZCk’ = (Z, )...) Z,), 1<k<n; zo=z’o’=o. (2.1) 
The u-field generated by Zck’ is written 9’“,k and 9”,, is the trivial o-field. 
For each n > 1, let r,, be a stopping variable adapted to {9n,k: 1 Q k < n}. 
We denote by P,,, the projection of P, on S,,,, = a(Z”n’). The family of 
probability measures {P,,,: 8 E 0) is said to be locally asymptotically 
normal (LAN) at B. E 0 if for some positive nonstochastic sequence 
{q,: n > l}, we have for each u E R 
dP n,O”+Urp,’ 
dpll,t70 
=exp 
I 
~wn~eo)-+~+s,(u,eo) , 
I 
(2.2) 
where ( W,(e,): n >‘I} converges weakly under P,,, to a Gaussian (0, 1) 
variable and, for each u, {6,(u, do): n > 1) converges in P,O-probability to 
zero. 
Now for each k, 1 <k < n let P,+, tk’ denote the projection of P, onto Sn,k. 
Then with respect to Lebesgue measure pu, in Rk the joint pdf of Ztk’ is given 
by 
pe(zfk), n) = {n!/(n - k)! } 1 fifo(zi) 1 { 1 - F&Jlnmk (2.3) 
i=l 
defined on JQ,,k = (ztk’: 0 < z, < a.. < zk < co}, and the conditional pdf of 
Z, given .9m+k-, is 
dzk b%,k-L)= (n -k + l)f,(zk){l -Fe(zk)}“-k/~l -%(Zk-l)}“-k+’ 
(2.4) 
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defined for zk > Z,-, , Let 8, be a fixed but otherwise arbitrary element of 0 
and consider the sequence (0,) where 
8, = 6, + UIZ - 1’2, u E R. (2.5) 
For 3, E 0 and for each k, 1 < k < n, we define the progressively censored 
likelihood ratio statistics (PCLRS) by 
(2.6) 
Then dL/%e,, = 4,r, and we are interested in the asymptotic behavior 
offL,“- In order to state our assumptions we need the hazard rate 
r&) =f&Vl1 - CdxN (2.7) 
and survival function 
G,(x) = 1 -Fe(x). (2.8) 
For any .9’-measurable nonnegative function h,(x), let h’,(x) = 
a(log he(x))/% We now state the assumptions under which we derive the 
LAN of {P,,,: 8E 0) at 8,. 
(A 1) For all 8 in some neighborhood Ne, of 0, E 8, f@(x) > 0 for all 
x E R + = [0, co) and there exists a p-integrable function IJ such that for p- 
almost all XE R+, 19+f~( x is continuously differentiable and \af,/ae( < U, ) 
for all 9 E No0 and almost all x E R +. 
(A2) For p-almost all x E R +, x + 3&) is differentiable. 
(A3) There exists a number 6 > 0 such that E,* Ii&)[“’ < co and 
Eeo l&wl*+~ < CQ- 
(A4) There exists a constant a E (0, 1 ] such that n -‘r, + a in P,; 
probability. Suppose 
(A5) For each k, 1 < k < n, 8-+ j-c-, qe(z 1 9,,k--l) h(z) is differen- 
tiable through the integral sign at 8,. 
(A6) For each u E R 
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where 
Assumption (A3) provides for a Lyapunov condition for the derivatives 
kk,,(Zk I J%,k-,I, 1 <k G nl which form a martingale in view of (A5). 
Assumption (A6), given in terms of the square root of the conditional pdf, is 
a weak continuity condition. Our restriction on the growth of t, is (A4). J, 
is the analog of the Fisherian Information for our framework. Indeed, for 
a = 1 this reduces to J, = Ee,Cfe,(X))’ which is the Fisher Information of an 
unit sample from the distribution FoO. 
For each k, 1 < k < n, denote by 
&,k = t”,k(Z’k’, 4J =li&pk), n) (2.9) 
and let 
With a slight abuse of standard notation we set 
(2.11) 
r,*,,, = m*,kwk’, &J = 4&k /~n,k-l), l<k<n (2.12) 
ad OX,‘, = E,,<tZ,‘k Ign,k-l) let 
k 
v z-s a*t 
n.k pi n.1 * 
i=l 
Define the sequence of statistics { Wn,=,: n > 1) by 
3. MAIN THEOREMS 
Define processes u +/i * (u), u E R, by 
A *(u) = exp{uJj/2[ f ju”J,}, 
where [ is a standard normal variable. Then we have 
(2.10) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(3-l) 
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THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions (Al)-(A6) for each u E R the 
following representation holds. 
An,Ju) = exp{uJk’2Wn,,n - Qu*J, + &I, (3.2) 
where WWn,,n I PO,> + JW, 1) and for each u E R, 6,(u)-+ 0 in P,; 
probability. 
Therefore, we may say the family of probability measures {P,,,: 0 E 0) is 
LAN at 8, E 0. For statistical applications it is necessary to investigate the 
behavior of li n,tn under both P, and PB,. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under assumptions (Al)-(A6) for each u E R 
W4,,“(U) 143,) + w -&I> (3.3) 
and 
mL,“oJ> I PO”) + Qv + (UN. (3.4) 
In the framework which we have described, the observable variables are 
the ordered observations Z, ,..., Z, corresponding to the sample X, ,..., X, and 
therefore it is appropriate to formulate statistical procedures in terms of the 
Zi rather than the Xi themselves. Accordingly we consider a sequence of 
statistics {Tn,k = Tn,k(Z(k)), 1 < k < n} and the stopped sequence 
PTn 
: n > 1) which then leads to the adoption of the sequential plan 
n,r,, r,). As an application of our theorem we derive a lower bound for the 
variance of T,,,,. For finite n, this is simply the Cramer-Rao inequality; 
Theorem 3.4 gives a lower bound for its asymptotic variance. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose conditions (Al)-(A5) hold for each 8, E 0. For 
each k, 1 < k Q n, suppose E, Ti,k < 00 and SE, ~ T,Jz~~‘)~,(z’~‘, n) dpk(zCk)) 
be dtgerentiable through the integral sign with respect to 6. Then for each 
BE@ 
(3.5) 
where A,(e) = E, Tn,r,. If equality obtains for suflciently large n and 
lim,, dA,(@)/de = A,(@) exists, then 
~[n”‘CTn - w9) I pel--) -40~ Ww3)). (3.6) 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose conditions (A 1 b(A6) hold for each 8, E 0 and 
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there exists functions ,u,(0), vi(e) with v;(0) > 0, p:(8) # 0 and continuous 
on 0 such that for each 8 E 0 
~W(Lr. -Pa(@) I Pel -+J-‘(o, q@)>. (3.7) 
Then 
for almost all 9 E 0. 
(3.8) 
4. AUXILIARY LEMMATA AND PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
The particular choice of local alternatives f?,, of (2.5) originates from the 
fact that our assumptions ensure c’J~,~,--+J~. To demonstrate this we first 
mention two auxiliary results. 
Let { Yi ; i > 1 } be a sequence if iidrv’s with a strictly increasing 
continuous df H having support R ‘. Let Y,, , ,..., Y,,, be the ordered obser- 
vations of the sample Yr,..., Y, and V, a rv with values in { l,..., n}. All limits 
areasn-tco. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let g: R ’ + R be a continuous function such that 
E 1 g(Y,)l < co. Suppose n-l v,, + a E (0, 1 ] in probability. Then 
n-l 2 g(Y,J-+,,/r”“‘g(x)dH(x). 
i=l 0 
Proof. Let H,, be the empirical df of Y, ,..., Y,, . Then 
n-’ $ g(Y~,i)=!~~““-“n’gdH,, 
where H;‘(x) = inf{t E R: H,(t) > x}. Suppose a < 1. Now H,+H 
uniformly a.s. on [0, co) and Hi’ -+ H-’ uniformly a.s. on (0, 1). Hence 
H;‘(n-‘7,) -? H-’ (a) and from Lemma 6.1 of Aalen [ 1 ] (see also Daffer et 
al. [5]) If, g dH, + Ik g dH uniformly a.s. on [0, H-‘(a)] and since this limit 
is continuous we also have that 
J 
.H,‘W’“,) 
1 
H-‘(m) 
gdH,,A g dH. 
0 0 
Finally {n-’ Cy:l g(Y,,i): n > 1) is uniformly integrable, whence 
Lemma 4.1 obtains. For a = 1 and E > 0 arbitrary consider the restriction to 
[In- ‘v, - 11 > E] and reduce to the first part. 
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The next result is based on a theorem by Sen [ 161. We assume that H 
admits a density (with respect to Lebesgue measure P) h on R ’ and 
h(0) > 0. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let g: R’ + R be right continuous in a neighborhood of the 
origin and have a right derivative g’(O) there. Suppose E 1 g(Y)I” < 00 for 
some a > 0. Then 
,l\% Etn” I g(Y,,J -g(Olal =r(a + l){l g’WllW)~“~ 
The following lemma is central to the development of our main theorems. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose assumptions (Al)-(A3) hold. Then for any 
sequence of stopping variables v, adapted to {zS’,,~: 1 < k < n} for which 
n-‘v,, -+ a E (0, 1 ] in P,;probability, 
Proof. In the sequel we suppress 0, throughout. From (2.4) and (2.13) 
we have V,,u, = .FJ’z, c$,,f where for each 1 Q i < n, 
t$,: =~*(zi-L) +&I +/A +P2 +P3 (4.1) 
and 
Bo = E((i*(Z,) - i*(Z,- ,)I I -%,,i- ,I, 
/3, E E((n - i + l)‘(d(ZJ - G(Zi- I))* I 9”,i- I), 
/32 E 2E((n - i + l)(+(ZJ @Zi) - i(Zi- 1) C(Zi- I)) ( gn,i- I), 
j?j c -2G(Zi- 1) E((n - i + l)(f(Z,) - f(Zi- I)) 1 g”,i- 1)’ 
Now (Al) and (A2) ensure the continuity of C? and + and the existence of 
their derivatives at Zip i. Also &(x)/ax = -r(x) i(x). Furthermore, if for 
each n>i> 1, Y, ,..., Ynmi+i are iidrv’s with df given by F(x) = (F(x) - 
F(Z,- 1))/(1 - F(Z,-,)), if x > Z,-i and zero otherwise, then the conditional 
distribution of Zi given 9n,i...l is the same as that of min{Y,,..., Y,-,+,}. 
Hence applying Lemma 4.2 repeatedly we find that for each n > i > 1, 
PO,Pl782~P3 are respectively convergent equivalent a.s. (PO,) to 0, 
2i2(ZI-i), -2i2(Zi-i) + 2{r-‘(x) d(x) c~~(x)/~x},,,~-, and -2{i-‘(x) e(x) 
wwxL=z,-,. Hence Cjz0/3, is convergent equivalent a.s. to 0 and we get 
n-’ L, convergent equivalent a.s. to n-’ Cr!!, i*(Z,-J. An application of 
Lemma 4.1 yields the desired result. 
We shall now turn to the analysis of the statistics n,,,n(u) with u fixed. In 
the sequel 19, will be held fixed and therefore we suppress 6, in PO0 and EBo. 
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This convention will also apply to the ancillary entities to be introduced 
below. Convergences are to be interpreted with respect to POO. 
Define {v~,~: 1 < i < n} by 
Vn,i E Vn,it”) = (g,,i(e,)lg,.i(e,)>“2 - l, (4.2) 
where g,JO) G g,,JZi, 19) = qA”(Zi 1 ZSn i-1) and 13, is given by (2.5). Denote 
differentiation with respect to t9 by a prime. If 1) 11 denotes the &-norm with 
respect to the product of Lebesgue measure p and counting measure on 
{l,..., r,Jw)}, then 
II gL,i(@ - &(4Jl12 = 2 jm (gA,iCzv 0) - gA,iCz3 44* 44) 
i=l Zi-1 
for each u and hence (A6) entails 
lim E{n-’ ,e-80,~,u,n -,,* IIg~.i(~)-g~,i(e,>l12}=0. sup n-+cc 
We shall utilize the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
LEMMA 4.4. For each u E R 
and 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Proof. Since r, is adapted to {.S’,,,: 1 < i < n}, the expectation in (4.4) 
may be written 
(4.6) 
and the sum of the conditional expectations in (4.6) can be reexpressed as 
1ICrln.i - !fun -1’2~~,i)gn,il12~ H ence to prove (4.4) we must show 
E(Il(Vn,i - fun -“‘t,*,t> gn,ill’) + O* (4.7) 
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Observe that for each i, 1 < i < n, 
( g”,i(e,> -gn,i(eO)) - un-“2gA,i = 
i 
eT (&,i(@ - gA,AeO)) Q(0 (4*8) 
But g;.i/g,,i = jr& and thus (4.12) leads to 
‘n m 
xi (.I 
en = (gA,i(e) - Ld,i(BO)) Me) 
i=l zi-l 00 1 
dP(z)* (4.9) 
An application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Fubini’s theorem, in 
turn, on the right-hand side of (4.9) will yield after some routine 
manipulations 
II(tln.i - ?iun -“2Gdgn.il12 G u2n-1 ,e-e,~~~,n~,,2 11 g;,,(O) -g~,i(O~)ll’ 
(4.10) 
and so (4.7) is a consequence of (4.3) and (4.10). Observe that in our 
notation 
II rln,ign,ill* = 2 E(rlSz,i I sn,i-l> (4.11) 
i=l 
and 
II 1 
2 
-Un-1’2~~ig,,~ 
2 II 
(4.12) 
By Lemma 4.3, n-’ V,,,” + J, in L,(P). Therefore, from (4.1 l), (4.12) and 
the inequality 
I II Vn,ign,ill - lliun -1’2t*,lgn,ill I2 Q Il(tln.i-fun-“2~~,i)~~,il12 
(4.5) follows from (4.4). The proof of the lemma is now complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. From our definition of A,,,” and qn+, we can write 
by Taylor’s theorem 
1% 4l,r, = 2 2 lOg( l + Vn,i) = 2 3 Vn,i 
i=l i=l -$ 
Vi,, + igl 4t.i I Vn,i13y 
(4.13) 
683/12/2-6 
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where kn,i satisfy 113n,il < 1 and max,GiGr,Ir]n.il 
rewrite (4.13) in the form 
< E, with E > 0 arbitrary. We 
1% A-4 n,r, = Y&l + Yn,z + Yn.3 + Yn.4 9 (4.14) 
where 
Y  “,,=2 
I 
2 ‘In,i-+n-112 2 t~,i++UzJ~/ ) (4.15) 
i=l i=l 
Y n.3 = 2 An,i lVn,i13v (4.17) 
i= I 
Y  n.4 = 
I 
UI~-~/~J,,~~ W,.,+Ja . 
I 
(4.18) 
Hence from Lemma 4.3, (3.2) will be established once we show yn+i -+p 0 for 
i = 1,2,3 and 9(W,+,n 1 P,,) +X(0, 1). We begin with the proof of the 
latter. 
In view of (A3) and (A5) we have E(&$ I zS,,~-,) = 0 for each i and so 
with <,,,k given by (2.Q {t’n,k, -W,,,: 1 < k < n} is a zero-mean martingale 
under P. From Lemma4.3 and (A4) 
Ji,L, 2 E(tz.5 I2n,i-l>= (n-lJn,.C,)-‘(n-l’,,,n)~ 1. (4.19) 
i=l 
Hence by Durrett and Resnick [6, Theorem 2.31, we will have 
W n,r,-+YP(O, 1) once we establish 
(4.20) 
for arbitrary E > 0. Now the entity in (4.20) is dominated by 
@-‘J, r )-(1+8/z) n-l 
. ” 
I 
(4.21) 
where the 6 comes from (A3). Therefore, in view of (A4) and Lemma 4.3, 
(4.20) will be established once we show 
(4.22) 
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With our definition of r,$ in (2.12) we have 
((~,i12+s < 2’+*(~i(Z~)~2+6 + I(?l- i + l)(d(Z,) - d(Z~-~))12+s}~ (4.23) 
Now summoning Lemma 4.2 and following the argument in Lemma 4.3 we 
note that for n > i > 1 
E{l(n - i + l)(e(Zj) - G(Zi-,))l”’ I gn,i-l} 
is convergent equivalent a.s. to r(3 + 6) I i(Zi- 1)(2+6. Therefore, for arbitrary 
E>O 
n-‘E (2 [(n-i+ 1)(d(Zi)-d(Z,-,))\2td) 
i=l 
< n-‘E 2 {l-(3 + 6) li(Z,-,)I”‘} + sn) 
i=l 
< r(3 + 6)E Ii(x)j2+’ + E, (4.24) 
and thus from (4.23), (4.24) and (A3), (4.22) entails. 
We now consider Y,,~ and Y~,~. That Y”,~ -P 0 for i = 2, 3 will follow from 
and 
(4.26) 
To show this let E > 0 and 4 > 0 be arbitrary, From Durrett and Resnick 
[6] we have the inequality 
p’,~~T (4.27) n 
But 
P(Ifln,il > &I 9n,,-I) ~P(l?,,,--fun-1’2r~,,l > E/2 I 9n.i-l) 
+P(lt~,,l > w En-1’2 l~+1) 
Q 4&-2E((V,,f - +un-“25z,J2 I 9n,i- I) 
(4.28) 
+ u2&-2n-‘E(m*.fl(lrz,l > IuJ-l &n-l/2) 1 .Jq+,). 
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Now (4.20) holds. So from Lemma4.3 we get 
n-’ -3 E(<;,fr(\~,*,,il > JuJ-’ &n-1’*)) q+,)A 0. (4.29) 
,fz, 
Furthermore, from (4.4), xf~~ E((v~,~ - ~Un-“‘<~,i)’ / 2n.i-,)+” 0 and 
therefore (4.25) obtains. Again with E, 17 > 0 arbitrary, 
P 
(1 
2 ‘I~,i-fU:“-l 2 rz,: > E 
i=l i=l I 1 
2 &+ +u’~-~J~,~~ . 
1) 
(4.30) 
i=I 
Select q = {E(Cf:I(q,,i - ~uK”‘~~,~)‘)] -1’2 and apply Lemmas 4.3 and 
4.4. We get from (4.30) 
(4.3 1) 
and then using McLeish [ 12, Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.81 we get 
n-* C;:, (,*,,:-” J, and then (4.26) follows from (4.31). 
It remains to show Y”,~ --@ 0. Note that (4.30) and (4.31) also imply 
and therefore directly from (4.2) 
2 E(vn,i 1 S”,i- 1) J!+ - $ u’J~ * 
izl 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
For arbitrary E > 0 
p ;: 
(I 
1 
L Vn,i - y un 
i=l 
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where <,,i = q,,, - $n -“‘t’$,i -EC?,,, 19”,i-l), 1 < i < n* NOW {t;“,i, 9n-i; 
1 < i < n} is a zero-mean martingale. So we have 
(4.35) 
and 
i$l E(Ci,i I2rt,i-1) 
1 2 
vn,i-TUn-1’2C,*i 
)) 
* (4.36) 
That yn,r -P 0 now follows from (4.34), (4.35), (4.36) and (4.4). The proof 
of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Observe that (3.3) is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 3.1. We also note that this entails 
Wh &,&4 I P,,eJ + -6- tu29 u2), (4.37) 
where c2 = u2J, and P,,OO as before is the restriction of PO0 to 9”,,,. Hence 
by LeCam’s First Lemma (see Hajek and Sidak [7]) it follows that the 
family of probability measures {Pn,B,: n > 1) is contiguous to {Pn,B,: n 2 l} 
and so we have for each II E R 
Wlog 4.r,(4 I Pn.0,) +J-(fu’, u2> 
from which (3.4) follows. 
(4.38) 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Straight forward application of the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We have already noted that Ee(<n,r,) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Suppose the sequence (Tn,T,} satisfies the con- 
dition 
9qn”2(Tn,z, - el) I Pool -+ WOT mm 
where ~~(0,) > 0, and in addition the restriction 
lim inf P o,+n-,,2[ T”,,, < 8, + n - ‘j2] < f. 
n-03 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
We shall show vi(&) > J, ‘(0,). 
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Let E > 0 be arbitrary. Set 0, = 8, + n -“2 and define the sets C, = 
[,I,,,” > E], D, = [7’,,,“> 19,], n > 1, where A,%,n= log/ln.r,(l). Then in view 
of (4.40), 
lim sup P,"(D,)> 4. 
n+m 
(4.41) 
Also 
4&J = 1 - P&[(A”,r” - b2)/o < (E - ta2w19 
where IT’ = J,(S,). Hence from Theorem 3.2 we get 
;i$ Po,(Cn) = 1 - @((& - fo2)/a), (4.42) 
where @ is the standard Gaussian distribution function. Hence selecting 
E > fa2, (4.41) and (4.42) lead to the inequalities 
lim sup P,,(D,) > f > lim P,,(C,). (4.43) 
Thus, for infinitely many n, 
C&t) > P,,(G). (4.44) 
By the Neyman-Pearson lemma the test based on A,,,, is the most powerful 
test of its size among all tests whose stopping variable is t,. So we have 
from (4.44) 
e+pn) > c&J (4.45) 
for infinitely many n. But 
C&4,) = 1 - C&“2(G,~n - 4J/u,t4J < C’(ecJl 
and 
Hence (4.44) implies @((E + fu2)/o) > @(u;‘(8,)), in view of (4.39) and 
Theorem 3.2. Since a > $a2 but is otherwise arbitrary, we get the result 
u;(eo) > u-2 = J;l(eo). 
Now suppose (4.39) holds with 0, replaced by 0, for any 0 E 0. The 
function given by g,(6) = ]Pe[ Z’,,,” < 0]- Q ], 8 E 8, and zero otherwise, is 
Borel-measurable (with respect to the Bore1 subsets of 0) and our 
assumption implies lim,,, P,(T,,,n ( 0) = f, for all B E 0. Hence 
lim g,(e) = 0 
n-+cO 
and 0 G g,(e) G it for each 8 E 0. 
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Therefore, since 
i g,@ + n .R 
-l’*) d@(B) = i, g,(B) -!- exp(-Q(B - n-l’*)*) Q(8), 
6 
the dominated convergence theorem yields 
)lil5, g,(B + n -1’2) d@(8) = 0. 
It follows that g,,(t9 + n;‘/*) --t 0 a.e. (@) along some subsequence (n,). But 
the measure in (R, 9) induced by @ is equivalent to Lebesgue measure ~1. So 
for almost all 19 E 0 (respect to p) we have lim inf,,+, g,,(B + n-r’*) = 0 and 
thus also lim inf,+, P,+n-,,2[Tn r ( B+ n-l’*] < f, for almost all eE 0, 
and so the conclusion u:(S) aJ;“[t9) can be made for almost all 8 E 0. The 
stated form of Theorem 3.4 will now follow with only minor modifications. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We outline below a set of conditions under which the LAN property can 
be obtained for likelihood ratio statistics where the underlying observations 
follow a series scheme. 
Suppose {X,,,: 1 Q k < n; n > 1 } is a double sequence of random variables 
on a probability space (X, &‘, P,) where e E 0 and 0 is an open subset of 
R. Let Xm,k= (X,,, ,..., X,J, 1 <k < n, and 9n,k denote the a-field 
generated by X,,,. The projection of P, to .9,,k is denoted .P$, and we 
suppose there is some u-finite measure P on (Z,.M’) such that Pit)8 is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the product c(~ = fl X ,u X e’. X P on the 
Cartesian product (Sk, dk). As before, for each n >, 1 let 7, be a stopping 
variable adapted to (.5Yn+: 1 < k < n} and let P,,, denote the restriction of P, 
to SL,, = dx":,n). 
If Pfh",,; n) ts the pdf of X,,, and qe(xn,k ( .9”+k- ,) the conditional pdf of 
X,,, given 59R,k-,, we have 
PeWn,k; n, = fi qBCXn,i I 3n,i-1)~ l<k<n. (5.1) 
i=l 
Let 0, be a fixed point in 0. We assume 
(Bl) For all ~9 in some neighborhood N,,, of 8, and all x,,,~. 
P&n,k; n)>O, 1SkSn; e+Peh; n) is continuously differentiable on 
No0 for ,+almost all x,,~. 
(B2) For each n >, 1 and all k, 0-t ix qe(x ) 9”,k- r) dp is differen- 
tiable under the integral sign at BO. 
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We may now define for 1 < k ,< n, 
L,k = ~l’%PeK.,~ n> [ 1 3 O=f30 
r,*,,, = [ a g% qe(X,,, 12n.k-1) I e=eo * 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
We also assume 
(B3) For each n 2 1 and all k, 0 < EBO(&$) < co. Let us then define 
and suppose 
(B4) There exists a sequence of positive constants {Y,,: n > 1 } such 
that V,,,/!P,, + 1 in P,O-probability. 
(B5) For all E > 0 
i=l 
in P,O-probability. 
(B6) For each u E R 
lim Eoo 
I 
,e-e,,(,u,~y,,,2 C’ ,$, I,-4 [g {qOtx I sn.i-l)l”* sup n-cc 
where 
In view of our assumptions we now define 
n,,k(u) =Pe,CXn,k; n)/Pe,(Xn,k; n), l<k,<n, 
where en = B0 + uY; ‘I2 E 0, u E R and set 
4,&4 = in,,, if 5, = k. 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
Hence paralleling Theorem 3.1 we state 
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THEOREM 5.1. With definitions (5.1~(5.6) and under conditions 
(B 1 )-(B6), for each u E R 
LI~,~,(u) = exp{ud, - $4’ + 6,), 
where A,, = &,,/Yh” and Y(A, 1 P,J+H(O, 1) and 6,(u)+ 0 in P,; 
probability for each u E R. We may therefore say the family of probability 
measures {P,,,: 19 E 0) is LAN at 8,. 
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